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B.M. Schein has proved that in the semigroup variety NB =
Mod(x2 = x, xuvy = xvuy) of normal bands one can ﬁnd at
most four pairwise non-isomorphic semigroups with isomorphic
monoids of endomorphisms. We prove here the same result for the
extension semigroup variety N˜B = Mod(x2 y = xy, xuvy = xvuy)
of NB, properly separated from NB only by the variety of inﬂations
of the NB-semigroups.
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B.M. Schein a démontré que dans la variété de normales idempo-
tentes semigroupes NB = Mod(x2 = x, xuvy = xvuy) on ne peut
trouver que quatre mutuellement non isomorphiques semigroupes
dont les monoïdes d’endomorphismes sont isomorphiques. Nous
démontrons ici le même résultat pour l’extension variété de se-
migroupes N˜B = Mod(x2 y = xy, xuvy = xvuy) de NB, propre-
ment séparée de NB seulement par la variété d’inﬂations des NB-
semigroupes.
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The idea of equimorphic diversity comes from the well-known fact that a category C may contain
rather big sets or even proper classes D ⊆ C satisfying End(A) ∼= End(B) and A  B for every pair of
distinct objects A, B ∈ D . If there is a cardinal α satisfying |D| α for every such D then C is said
to be of restrained equimorphic diversity (RED) and the least such α is called the equimorphic diversity
of C; if there is no such α then C is said to be of unrestrained equimorphic diversity (UED).
As for notation, instead of an isomorphism F : End(A) → End(B) we write F : A B and call F an
equimorphism of A to B . If there exists such an F then we call A and B equimorphic and write A ≈ B
for their equimorphism relation and C/≈ for the partition of C into equimorphism classes.
An interesting framework for the study of these notions is provided by the variety SG of all semi-
groups, a UED category because containing a full subcategory isomorphic to the category of all graphs
and compatible mappings. This comes from the theory of full embeddings, thoroughly treated in [6].
The lattice Lat(SG) of all subvarieties of SG and some interesting sublattices of Lat(SG) may serve
as a scale for increasing equimorphic diversity. Let us illustrate this by some known facts about the
lattice Lat(B) of band varieties, formed by the subvarieties of the semigroup variety B = Mod(x2 = x)
of idempotent semigroups. See [5] for a description and [3] for the notation we use.
From [8, Proposition 1] it follows that every equimorphism F : S  T of bands S, T ∈ B is as-
sociated with a unique bijection ϕ : S → T such that for every f ∈ End(S) it holds F ( f ) = ϕ f ϕ−1
(mappings are applied on the left and composed from right to left). This bijection ϕ is not forcedly
an isomorphism but may be used to transfer from S to T various relations determined in terms of
End(S), like Green’s relations or the order S deﬁned by x S y iff xy = yx = x. In particular, two
equimorphic bands are of the same cardinality.
Starting at the variety T = Mod(x = y) of trivial bands of evident equimorphic diversity 1, it is
very easy to see that the atomic varieties LZ = Mod(xy = x) and RZ = Mod(xy = y) of left-zero and
of right-zero bands are of equimorphic diversity 1, and, that the variety SL = Mod(xy = yx) of semi-
lattices and the variety LZ∨RZ = Mod(xyx = x) of rectangular bands are of equimorphic diversity 2.
A little less easy was to establish the equimorphic diversity 4 for the variety NB =Mod(xuvy = xvuy)
of normal bands [8], and the same one also for its two covering varieties LQN = Mod(xyz = xyxz)
and RQN = Mod(xyz = xyxz) of left and of right quasinormal bands [2]. However, going further up
in Lat(B) makes it rather diﬃcult. Let us brieﬂy outline the methods that work for LQN but not at
all for larger band varieties.
The multiplication law in S ∈ LQN may be represented by the family of the left inner translations
λa : s 	→ as, each one being (by the identity xyz = xyxz) a unique idempotent endomorphism on S
having for image the right ideal aS equal to the union of the Green classes R(s) for all s S a. It
means that the two relations S and R determine the multiplication in S .
Any two distinct a,b ∈ S such that aS b determine the order S as {(h(a),h(b)) | h ∈ End(S)}. The
pair a,b is in turn determined by an endomorphism f ∈ End(S) such that Im( f ) = {a,b}. However,
in terms of End(S) we can only recognize that for such an f the two elements of its image are not
interchangeable by any h ∈ End(S), but not to decide about the S -order on Im( f ). Consequently,
for a construction of some T ≈ S the monoid End(S) determines at most two possibilities for T ,
namely, the transfers of S or −1S to T by a bijection ϕ : S → T associated with an equimorphism
from S to T .
As for R on S , the deﬁning identity xyz = xyxz makes of the relation deﬁned by aγSb ⇔
∃s (sa = sb) the ﬁnest congruence γS dividing S into left ideals. If γS is not the identity on S then it
separates two distinct R-related a,b ∈ S and there is an f ∈ End(S) whose Im( f ) = {a,b}, otherwise
for every R-related a,b ∈ S there are a common zero c and an f ∈ End(S) with Im( f ) = {a,b, c}. Also
in this case we have R = {(h(a),h(b)) | h ∈ End(S)}. However, in terms of End(S) we can only recog-
nize that f has an image {a,b} or {a,b, c} with a and b interchangeable by an h ∈ End(S), but neither
to decide whether a and b are L- or R-related, nor whether c is their common zero or identity.
Anyway, without going into details, End(S) determines for each one of the two possibilities of T for
a T ≈ S also at most two possibilities for R on a T , namely, L or R on S , whence the equimorphic
diversity 4 for the variety LQN.
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deﬁning identity permits to describe every bitranslation βa : s 	→ asa for a ∈ S ∈ RB as a unique
idempotent endomorphism having for image aSa = {s | s S a} and the multiplication in S by
{ab} = R(aba) ∩ L(bab) = R(βa(b)) ∩ L(βb(a)). But can we derive any alternatives for L and R from
End(S)? The relation deﬁned by aγSb ⇔ ∃s (sa = sb) is no longer a congruence, thus it is not clear
which kinds of recognizable endomorphisms can help us here. The previous methods do not work, a
real problem is open. We still conjecture that RB is RED.
As for the varieties LSN = Mod(xyz = xyzxz) and RSN =Mod(xyz = xzxyz) of left and right semi-
normal bands (at the same level in Lat(B) as RB), we even do not know how to recognize L and R
on S ∈ LSN, and if yes, how to relate them (or anything else) to the multiplication in S in order to
provide the equimorphic possibilities for it. We are inclined to conjecture that these varieties and all
above this level are UED (without yet knowing to prove this even for B).
A conﬁrmation of the two above conjectures would give us a clear and neat RED/UED bipartition
of Lat(B) providing a very easy test whether a given band B generates a RED or a UED variety Var(B).
The problem of RED/UED bipartition may be formulated for various lattices of varieties and so
bring the research of equimorphic diversity into a larger perspective. For some special lattices of
varieties it may be solved if we ﬁnd their maximal RED and/or minimal UED varieties. We believe that
it can be done for Lat(B) and even for the larger lattice Lat(CS) of combinatorial semigroup varieties,
the latter deﬁned as V satisfying (among others) an identity xn+1 = xn for some n 1. These varieties
are called combinatorial in order to indicate that they contain only trivial groups, a reassuring fact for
the treatment of their equimorphic diversity. Anyway, to attack the RED/UED bipartition problem for
a larger lattice before it is solved for that of combinatorial semigroup varieties would be premature.
Which varieties in Lat(CS) may be pointed out as possible candidates for maximal RED ones?
Certainly no RED band variety V ∈ Lat(B), because the variety V ∨ Mod(xy = uv) ∈ Lat(CS) of band
inﬂations has the same equimorphic diversity as V [3, Theorem 2.4]. In view of our conjecture that
the variety RB of regular bands might be a maximal RED variety in Lat(B), one of the candidates for
Lat(CS) might be RB ∨ Mod(xy = uv). Another one, the proper subject of this paper, is the variety
N˜B = Mod(x2 y = xy, xuvy = xvuy). First of all, we have to know that it is a RED variety. The whole
paper is exclusively committed to the proof that its equimorphic diversity is 4.
Let us indicate some reasons why we think that N˜B may be a maximal RED variety in Lat(CS). It is
easy to note that it is a proper extension of NB, because it contains the semigroup M = {aM ,bM , cM}
in which a2M = aM , aMbM = bM and all other products give cM , a sort of amalgam of the commutative
band D2 = {aM , cM} and of the zero semigroup Z2 = {bM , cM}. This semigroup M is already known
in literature (and usually denoted by P ), its importance has been demonstrated by Sapir in [7] and
conﬁrmed by Volkov in [9]. Two of the present authors have used it substantially in [3] and [4],
where one can ﬁnd an important result corroborating our conjecture that N˜B may be a maximal RED
variety, namely, that the variety Var(M) generated by M is of equimorphic diversity 2 and has in
Lat(CS) exactly four covering varieties two of which are contained in N˜B while the other two are
UED varieties.
From a very nice result of Volkov in [9, Lemma 14] it follows that N˜B = NB∨Var(M) and that the
only variety strictly between NB and N˜B is the variety NB∨Var(Z2) of inﬂations of normal bands. It
means that we pass from NB to N˜B by only two primitive steps up in Lat(CS). The ﬁrst one being
clear, it is the second one that needs much more complicated technique than that eﬃciently used
for (small) band varieties. Two equimorphic semigroups in N˜B need not be of the same cardinality,
to derive the equimorphic alternatives for their multiplication operation from their endomorphism
monoid demands to recognize (in terms of composition) more subtle properties and relations of en-
domorphisms. It is also this new tool kit that we propose in this paper.
2. Basic properties of semigroups in˜NB
For the semigroup notions, elementary facts, and standard notations, like L, R, H, D for Green’s
relations or E(S) for the set of idempotents of a semigroup S , the reader is referred to [1]. Throughout
in this section we assume that S ∈ N˜B. From the deﬁning identities x2 y = xy, xuvy = xvuy of N˜B it
is easy to infer
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• (xy)2 = x2 y2 meaning that the squaring map  : S → S : s 	→ s2 is an endomorphism whose image
is E(S), thus a subband of S ,
• x2 y = xy implying (xy)2 = xy2, thus that E(S) is a left ideal of S ,
• xyz = xyxz meaning that for every a ∈ S the left inner translation λa : S → S : s 	→ as is an
idempotent endomorphism of S .
The ﬁrst two statements, characterizing the squaring map  and the equivalence θ = L ∩ Ker()
on S , follow very easily from these identities.
Statement 1. The squaring map  is a unique idempotent endomorphism f of S satisfying Im( f ) = E(S). It
commutes with every endomorphism g ∈ End(S), g=g. For every homomorphism h : S → B to a band B
we have Ker() ⊆ Ker(h), that is, h = h.
Proof. Let f ∈ End(S) be such that f 2 = f and Im( f ) = E(S). Then for every s ∈ S , f (s) = ( f (s))2 =
f (s2) = s2, thus f =.
For every g ∈ End(S) and s ∈ S , g(s) = g(s2) = (g(s))2 =g(s).
Let h : S → B be a homomorphism to a band, and let (s, t) ∈ Ker(), that is, s2 = t2. Then h(s) =
(h(s))2 = h(s2) = h(t2) = (h(t))2 = h(t), whence (s, t) ∈ Ker(h) and Ker() ⊆ Ker(h). Since  is an
idempotent endomorphism of S , this is equivalent to h = h. 
An equivalence relation E on S separates A ⊆ S if ∀a ∈ A (E(a) = {a}), saturates A if E(A) ⊆ A, is
left collapsible if ∀a, s, t ∈ S (sEt ⇒ as = at), right collapsible if ∀a, s, t ∈ S (sEt ⇒ sa = ta), and collapsi-
ble if both left and right collapsible. A collapsible E is, as well as any reﬁnement of it, a congruence
on S .
Statement 2. Green’s relation L saturates E(S) and is left collapsible, thus a congruence on S. Its reﬁnement
θ = L ∩ Ker() is a collapsible congruence on S.
Green’s relation R separates S \ E(S) and is right collapsible, thus also a congruence on S.
Proof. By Statement 1, E(S) is a left ideal and as such must be saturated by L. Since L is a right
congruence, it remains to show that it is left collapsible. Indeed, if sLt , s = t , then us = t , vt = s for
some u, v ∈ S , whence vus = s, vs = vvt = vt , uvt = t . Then for every a ∈ S , as = avus = auvs =
auvt = at . The reﬁnement θ = L ∩ Ker() is clearly left collapsible, but it is also right collapsible,
because sθt means that s2 = t2, thus for every a ∈ S , sa = s2a = t2a = ta.
R is a left congruence. If sRt , s = t , then su = t , tv = s for some u, v ∈ S , whence st = s2u = su =
t , ts = t2v = tv = s, t2 = tst = st = t , and s2 = sts = ts = s. We have proved that {s, t} is a right-zero
semigroup contained in E(S), thus R separates S \ E(S) and for every a ∈ S , sa = stsa = ssta = ta. 
Most of the work to be done concerns the non-idempotents of S . The indecomposable s ∈ S \ S S are
separated from the rest of S by the ideal S \ {s}, which makes them rather easy to deal with. The dif-
ﬁcult ones are the decomposable s ∈ S S \ E(S). If s = ab, then as = aab = ab = s, so s is decomposable
iff it has a left unit a ∈ S . If as = s then also a2s = s, thus a decomposable s has also an idempotent
left unit.
Associate to every non-idempotent s ∈ S \ E(S) the left stabilizer of L(s),
As = {a ∈ S | asLs},
the set of the right factors of s,
Bs =
{
b ∈ S ∣∣ ∃u ∈ S1 (ub = s)},
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Cs = S \ (As ∪ Bs).
In the proof of the next statement we will use a simple consequence of Statement 2 that u ∈ As
and x ∈ S implies xus = xs.
Statement 3. For every s ∈ S \ S S we have As = ∅ and {Bs,Cs} is a quotient of S isomorphic to (zero semi-
group) Z2 .
For every s ∈ S S \ E(S) we have As = ∅ and {As, Bs,Cs} is a quotient of S isomorphic to M.
Proof. Let s ∈ S \ S S . Then s has no left unit and so As = ∅, Bs = {s}, and Cs = S \ Bs is an ideal of S
containing s2, thus {Bs,Cs} ∼= Z2.
Let s ∈ S S \ E(S). Then s has a left unit and so As = ∅ and As ∩ Bs = ∅, because u ∈ As ∩ Bs would
imply usLs and s = au for some a ∈ As , thus s2 = aus = as = s, contrary to s /∈ E(S), thus {As, Bs,Cs}
is a partition of S . In order to prove that it is a congruence partition that yields a quotient of S
isomorphic to M we just have to conﬁrm the following assertions
(1) xy ∈ As ⇔ x, y ∈ As ,
(2) xy ∈ Bs ⇔ x ∈ As, y ∈ Bs ,
(3) Cs is an ideal of S containing s2.
(1): If x, y ∈ As , then xys = xsLs, thus xy ∈ As . Conversely, if xy ∈ As , then xs = xxys = xysLs
implies that x ∈ As , from xysLs it follows ysLs and so y ∈ As .
(2): Let x ∈ As , y ∈ Bs . Then for some a ∈ S , it is s = ay = as = axs = axay = a2xy, thus xy ∈ Bs .
Conversely, if xy ∈ Bs , then clearly y ∈ Bs , and there is a ∈ S such that s = axy = axaxy = axs, thus
ax ∈ As , and by (1), x ∈ As .
(3): It follows from (1) and (2). 
The sets As and Bs are intimately related to the multiplication in S .
Statement 4. Let x, z ∈ S and y ∈ S \ E(S). Then
(1) xy ∈ E(S) ⇔ ∀w ∈ S \ E(S) (x /∈ Aw or y /∈ Bw),
(2) xy = z ∈ S \ E(S) ⇔ x ∈ Az, y ∈ Bz, xz = z, ∀w ∈ S \ E(S) (x ∈ Aw , y ∈ Bw ⇒ z ∈ Bw).
Proof. If xy ∈ S \ E(S), then x ∈ Axy and y ∈ Bxy , thus there exists w ∈ S \ E(S) such that x ∈ Aw and
y ∈ Bw , so by Statement 3, xy ∈ Bw ⊆ S \ E(S). This proves (1).
In (2), the implication from the left to the right being clear, assume the right side to hold. Then
from x ∈ Az , y ∈ Bz we get by Statement 3 that xy ∈ Bz , while from x ∈ Axy , y ∈ Bxy that z ∈ Bxy , so
we have Bz = Bxy and from this also xyLz, whence xy = x2 y = xz = z. 
A congruence on S that yields a quotient in LZ partitions S into right ideals, that with a quotient
in RZ into left ideals. Here is a succinct characterization of the least such congruences.
Statement 5. The relations γS and δS on S deﬁned by
sγSt ⇐⇒ ∃z(zs = zt), sδSt ⇐⇒ ∃z(sz = tz)
are the least congruences on S such that S/γS ∈ RZ and S/δS ∈ LZ.
Proof. It is suﬃcient to prove the assertion only for δS , because the only assumption the proof will
use is the identity xuvy = xvuy, which is satisﬁed also by the opposite semigroup Sop , and γS = δSop .
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from sz = tz we get asz = atz and sbzz = szbz = tzbz = tbzz.
Clearly, δS is reﬂexive and symmetric, but also transitive: From rδS sδSt we get ry = syδSty for
some y ∈ S , whence ryz = syz = tyz for some z ∈ S , that is, rδSt .
Let τ be the least congruence on S with S/τ ∈ LZ. Then (s, t) /∈ τ means that s and t belong to
two disjoint right ideals, thus (s, t) /∈ δS , so we have δS ⊆ τ and the equality δS = τ follows. 
3. Pointers as deﬁnable endomorphisms
By the pointers on S ∈ N˜B we understand the idempotent endomorphisms f ∈ End(S) whose im-
age Im( f ) is either a singleton (thus f is constant, denoted by cs if the image is {s}) or isomorphic
to one of the four semigroups Z2, M , K , and K 0, the one isomorphic to Im( f ) being called the type
of f . The type K may be presented as the subsemigroup
K = {(aM ,aR), (bM ,bR), (cM ,aR), (cM ,bR)}
of the product of our distinguished semigroup M = {aM ,bM , cM} and of R2 = {aR ,bR} ∈ RZ. The four
types are of size 2 through 5, respectively, and each one contains exactly one non-idempotent. That is
why we say that a pointer f “points” either to the unique idempotent s forming its singleton image
or to the unique non-idempotent s contained in its image and precise f as an s-pointer.
Statement 6. Every s-pointer f for s ∈ S \ E(S) satisﬁes Bs ⊆ f −1(s), and, if there is a ∈ Im( f ) such that
as = s, then also As ⊆ f −1(a). If Bs = f −1(s), then also As = f −1(a), thus for every u ∈ S, u ∈ As iff
f (u)s = s.
Proof. This is clearly true if Bs = {s}, but also if there is b ∈ Bs \ {s}, because then s = ub for some
u ∈ As , and from s = f (u) f (b) it follows that f (b) must be a right divisor of s in Im( f ), thus f (b) = s.
Let a ∈ Im( f ) be (the unique one) such that as = s, and let v ∈ As . Then vsLs implies avs = s,
f (a) f (v)s = f (avs) = s, and f (v) = a. This proves that As ⊆ f −1(a).
Let Bs = f −1(s), and suppose that f (t) = a for some t /∈ As . Then by Statement 3, t, ts ∈ Cs , but
f (ts) = f (t)s = as = s, a contradiction. 
An s-pointer will be called tight if Bs = f −1(s). The congruence γS from Statement 5 will be used
to prove the following.
Statement 7. For every s ∈ S \ E(S), there is a tight s-pointer f .
Proof. Let s ∈ S \ S S . Then the idempotent endomorphism f ∈ End(S) deﬁned by f (s) = s and f (t) =
s2 for all t = s is a unique tight s-pointer of type Z2.
Let s ∈ S S \ E(S) be such that for some u ∈ As we have su = s2. Then su2 = s2u = s2, so we can
assume that u2 = u. Take some v = v2 ∈ As such that vs = s and put a = vu. Then a2 = a, from usLs
we get that as = vus = vs = s, and sa = svu = svsu = s2u = su = s2. The semigroup {a, s, s2} gener-
ated by a and s is separated by the congruence partition {As, Bs,Cs}, thus there is a tight s-pointer f
with Im( f ) = {a, s, s2} ∼= M .
Let s ∈ S S \ E(S) be such that su /∈ γS (s2) for every u ∈ As . Then a ∈ As such that a2 = a, as = s
generates together with s the semigroup {a, s, sa, s2} ∼= K separated by the congruence partition
{









thus there is a tight s-pointer f of type K .
Let s ∈ S S \ E(S) be such that su = s2 for all u ∈ As , but suγS s2 for some u ∈ As , that is, csu = cs2
for some c ∈ S . Then also csu2 = cs2, so we can assume that u2 = u. Take some v = v2 ∈ As such
that vs = s and put a = vu. Then a2 = a, usLs implies that as = vus = vs = s, and on top of it
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for {a, s, sa, s2}, because sa = s2, thus z is contained in the greatest ideal Z not containing s2. The
complement T = S \ Z is a subsemigroup of S having for the least ideal a non-trivial rectangular
band containing sa and s2. Further, As ∪ Bs ⊆ T , and su /∈ γT (s2) for every u ∈ As , thus T has a tight
s-pointer g with Im(g) = {a, s, sa, s2} ∼= K . The ideal Z together with T /Ker(g) forms a congruence
partition of S separating the semigroup {a, s, sa, s2, z} ∼= K 0, which means there is a tight s-pointer f
of type K 0. 
In addition to the idempotency and constancy, let us note the following properties and relations
of idempotent endomorphisms deﬁnable in terms of the multiplication in End(S):
• f  g ⇔ f g = g f = f ,
• = sup{cs | s ∈ S},
• Im( f ) ∩ (S \ E(S)) = ∅ ⇔ f = f ,
• Im( f ) ⊆ Im(g) ⇔ g f = f ,
• Ker( f ) ⊆ Ker(g) ⇔ g f = g ,
• f Lg ⇔ f g = f , g f = g ,
• f Rg ⇔ f g = g, g f = f .
These simple and easily veriﬁable facts will serve us to show that the pointers, the tight pointers,
and their type are also deﬁnable in this way.
Statement 8. If g is an s-pointer on S and f ∈ End(S) is such that g f (s) = s, then g f and f g are pointers
satisfying Im(g f ) = Im(g) and Ker( f g) = Ker(g), thus of the same type as g and pointing to s and to f (s),
respectively. In particular, if g is tight then so is f g.
An idempotent endomorphism f is a pointer iff for every g ∈ End(S),
 f = f and  f g f = f g f ⇒ f g f = f .
A pointer f is tight iff for every pointer g ∈ R( f ) and every pointer h,
gh = gh ⇒  f h = f h.
The type of a pointer f is determined by the number of the constant endomorphisms g  f .
Proof. Observe that for each of the type semigroups Z2, M , K , K 0 the unique endomorphism ﬁxing
its non-idempotent element is the identity. The equality g f (s) = s then means that g f (y) = y for all
y ∈ Im(g). It follows that g f g(x) = g(x) for all x ∈ S , whence ( f g)2 = f g and (g f )2 = g f and the rest
of the ﬁrst assertion is clear.
If f is a pointer, then  f = f ; the inequality  f g f = f g f for an arbitrary endomorphism g im-
plies that Im( f g f ) contains a non-idempotent s, thus f g f (s) = f (s) = s, and so f g f = f . Conversely,
assume that an idempotent endomorphism f is such that  f = f , and that for an arbitrary endomor-
phism g ,  f g f = f g f ⇒ f g f = f . Then there are a non-idempotent s ∈ Im( f ) and an s-pointer g , for
which f g f (s) = s means that  f g f = f g f , thus by the assumption, f g f = f , Im( f ) = Im( f g), and
so f is an s-pointer.
Let f be a tight s-pointer. Then for an arbitrary pointer g , g ∈ R( f ) means that Im(g) = Im( f ),
thus g is also an s-pointer. For an arbitrary t-pointer h, gh = gh then means that g(t) = gh(t) = s,
thus t /∈ Bs = f −1(s), s = f (t) = f h(t), and so  f h = f h. Conversely, let f be an s-pointer satisfying
the condition, and suppose that f is not tight, that is, f (t) = s for some t /∈ Bs . By Statement 7, there
are a tight s-pointer g and a t-pointer h, and since Bs = g−1(s), gh(t) = g(t) = s, which means thatgh = gh. By the assumption on f , we then obtain that  f h = f h, contrary to f h(t) = f (t) = s. 
It will be preferable to work in the sequel only with tight pointers. For instance, it is deﬁnable
that two of them point to L-equivalent points.
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g f g = g. Consequently, sLt implies that f and g are of the same type.
Proof. Let sLt , that is to say, Bs = Bt , or equivalently, t ∈ Bs and s ∈ Bt . We have then f −1(s) = Bs =
Bt = g−1(t), whence f (t) = s and g(s) = t . This in turn means that f g f (s) = f (s) and g f g(t) = g(t),
whence f g f = f and g f g = g .
Let now f and g be tight pointers pointing to s and t , respectively, and such that f g f = f and
g f g = g . Then h = f g is a pointer pointing to s and satisfying the relations f RhLg . Then from
Ker(h) = Ker(g) and from the tightness of g we conclude that Bs ⊆ h−1(s) = g−1(t) = Bt , and, by
symmetry, that Bs = Bt , thus sLt . 
When dealing simultaneously with several tight pointers f , let p f denote the non-idempotent and
a f the left unit in Im( f ), and, if there is one, z f the zero in Im( f ). Let also A f and B f denote the
Ker( f )-classes of a f and p f , respectively, and δ f the congruence δA f (the ﬁnest congruence on A f
dividing A f into right ideals). The congruence θ = L ∩ Ker() comes to use.
A pair ( f , f ′) of tight pointers on S will be said to form a twin pair if (a f ,a f ′ ) ∈ L \ δA f , p f θ p f ′ ,
and z f = z f ′ . A twin pair ( f , f ′) will be called siamese if p f = p f ′ , and separate otherwise.
From p f θ p f ′ it follows that p2f = p′2f , and from a f La f ′ that p f a f = p2f a f = p′2f a f ′ = p f ′a f ′ . It is
now easy to see that Im( f ) ∪ Im( f ′) is a subsemigroup of S . The following statement is obvious.
Statement 10. Let f be a tight pointer on S such that A f contains two idempotents a and a′ which are not
δA f -equivalent. Then there is a congruence τ ⊆ Ker( f ) dividing A f into two disjoint right ideals τ (a) and
τ (a′) of A f , while leaving all the remaining Ker( f )-classes unchanged. Every such congruence τ is a maximal
congruence on S reﬁning Ker( f ) and separating a and a′ .
If now ( f , f ′) is a siamese twin pair and τ a maximal congruence on S reﬁning Ker( f ) and separating a f
and a f ′ , then S/τ ∼= Im( f ) ∪ Im( f ′), thus there is an idempotent endomorphism g ∈ End(S) with Im(g) =
Im( f ) ∪ Im( f ′).
Statement 11. For every pair of distinct θ -equivalent non-idempotents s, s′ and every pair of tight pointers g
and g′ such that pg = s and pg′ = s′ , there exists a separate twin pair ( f , f ′) such that a f δ f ag , a f ′δ f ag′ , thus
p f = s and p f ′ = s′ .
Proof. Let sθ s′ , s = s′ , and let g and g′ be tight pointers pointing to s and s′ , respectively. Then
(ag ,ag′ ) /∈ δAg , for otherwise by Statement 5, it would be ag v = ag′ v for some v ∈ Ag , whence s =
ags = ag vs = ag′ vs = ag′ s = s′ , a contradiction. Moreover, the two idempotents agag′ag ∈ δ f (ag) and
ag′ag ∈ δ f (ag′ ) are left units of s and s′ , respectively, and satisfy (agag′ag,ag′ag) ∈ L \ δAs . Noting that
for every u ∈ E(Ag), the map ug : S → S deﬁned by (ug)(x) = ug(x) is an idempotent endomorphism,
we get a required twin pair ( f , f ′) by putting f = agag′ag g and f ′ = ag′ag g , and, if necessary, by
replacing z f ′ by z f . 
Let us now look more closely at the type semigroups P ∈ {K , K 0,M}. Every such P has a unique
non-idempotent pP and a unique left unit aP .
For P , Q ∈ {K , K 0,M}, let us say that P precedes Q , written P  Q , iff there is a homomorphism
ϕ : P → Q such that ϕ(pP ) = pQ . Then also ϕ(aP ) = aQ , thus such a homomorphism is forcedly
unique. We have such a homomorphism from K to K 0 and from K 0 to M , thus also from K to M ,
but no one in the opposite sense. This makes from  a linear order under which K  K 0  M .
Every P ∈ {K , K 0,M} can be extended to P¯ = P ∪ {a′P }, in which the supplementary products are
(a′P )2 = a′P , aPa′P = aP , a′PaP = a′P and a′P x = aP x, xa′P = xaP for all x ∈ P \ aP . Clearly, there is a
homomorphism ϕ¯ : P¯ → Q¯ iff P  Q .
Given twin pairs ( f , f ′) and (g, g′), the order  on their types is important for the existence of
an endomorphism h ∈ End(S) such that hf = hf = ghf and hf ′ = hf ′ = g′hf ′ , that is, h(p f ) = pg
and h(p f ′ ) = pg′ . We will say of such h that it passes ( f , f ′) to (g, g′) = (hf ,hf ′).
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If (g, g′) is siamese, then there exists h ∈ End(S) passing ( f , f ′) to (g, g′). If ( f , f ′) is siamese and (g, g′)
separate, then there is no such endomorphism.
Proof. A maximal congruence τ on S reﬁning Ker( f ) and separating a f and a f ′ gives a quotient
S/τ ∼= P¯ . If (g, g′) is siamese, then Im(g)∪ Im(g′) ∼= Q¯ , thus there exists a homomorphism ψ : S/τ →
Im(g) ∪ Im(g′) permitting to deﬁne h by h(x) = ψ(τ (x)). 
4. Equimorphisms and diversity
The crucial fact that the pointers on S are taken by an equimorphism F : S T bijectively to the
pointers on T permits to deﬁne for F the companion relation μF ⊆ S× T by (s, t) ∈ μF iff an s-pointer
f ∈ End(S) is taken by F to a t-pointer F f ∈ End(T ).
Since for every idempotent s ∈ E(S) there is a unique s-pointer, the restriction of μF to E(S)
results in a bijection μ˜F : E(S) → E(T ) satisfying (F f )μ˜F (s) = μ˜F f (s) for every f ∈ End(S) and s ∈
E(S).
The bijection μ˜F is not necessarily a band isomorphism. However, from [8, Theorem 3] it is easy
to infer the following.
Statement 13. For every equimorphism F : S  T , the bijection μ˜F maps the subbands of type D2 onto the
subbands of type D2 and the subbands of type L2 or R2 onto the subbands of type L2 or R2 , but if it is not an
isomorphism, then either no subband of type D2 is mapped isomorphically, or no subband of type L2 or R2
is mapped isomorphically. Consequently, if some subband of type D2 and some subband of type L2 or R2 is
mapped isomorphically, then μ˜F is an isomorphism.
We will say that F is D2-proper if μ˜F maps the subbands of type D2 isomorphically, and band
proper if μ˜F is an isomorphism.
Statement 14. Let F : S T be a band proper equimorphism whose companion relation μF is bijective. Then
(1) ∀s ∈ S (μF (s2) = (μF (s))2),
(2) ∀s ∈ S \ E(S) (μF (As) = AμF (s), μF (Bs) = BμF (s)),
(3) μF is an isomorphism.
Proof. (1): This is clear for s ∈ E(S), so let s ∈ S \ E(S). By Statement 8, F takes an s-pointer f to
a μF (s)-pointer F f of the same type and every constant g  f to the constant F g  F f , thus μF
maps E(Im( f )) isomorphically onto E(Im(F f )). Now, the square s2 is either a zero of E(Im( f )) or
there is a left unit in E(Im( f )) which is a right unit of all elements of E(Im( f )) except of s2, whence
μF (s2) = (μF (s))2.
(2): Let f be a tight s-pointer. Then for a b-pointer g , f (b) = f g(b) = s iff  f g = f g , that is, iff
b ∈ Bs . By Statement 8, f is taken to a tight μF (s)-pointer F f , and g to a μF (b)-pointer F g , and f g = f g iff F ( f g) = F ( f g), thus iff F f (b) = (F f )(F g)(μF (b)) = μF (s). It follows that b ∈ Bs iff
μF (b) ∈ BμF (s) .
Let u = u2 ∈ As . Then f (u) is a unique left unit in E(Im( f )), and μF f (u) is a unique left unit
in E(Im(F f )), because μF takes E(Im( f )) isomorphically to E(Im(F f )). Since (F f )μF (u) = μF f (u),
we conclude that μF (u) ∈ AμF (s) . Finally, let u ∈ As , u = u2. By Statement 3, u2 ∈ As , thus μF (u2) ∈
AμF (s) . By (1), μF (u
2) = (μF (u))2, thus again by Statement 3, μF (u) ∈ AμF (s) .
(3): Let x, y ∈ S . Since xy = x2 y, we may assume that x2 = x. The assertion μF (xy) = μF (x)μF (y)
is then clear if y ∈ E(S).
If xy ∈ E(S), then by (1) of Statement 4 we have also μF (x)μF (y) ∈ E(T ). Therefore, xy = xyxy =
x2 y2 and μF (x)μF (y) = μF (x)2μF (y)2 = μF (x2)μF (y2) = μF (x2 y2) = μF (xy).
Finally, if xy = z /∈ E(S), then take an arbitrary xy-pointer g and the endomorphism f : S → S : s 	→
xs. Since f (z) = x2 y = xy = z, by Statement 8 f g is also a z-pointer. The two idempotents u = g(x) ∈
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is an isomorphism on the idempotents, we get μF (x)μF (z) = μF (x)μF (u)μF (z) = μF (xu)μF (z) =
μF (z). This means that we may replace x, y and z in (2) of Statement 4 by μF (x), μF (y) and μF (z),
respectively, and thus obtain that μF (xy) = μF (x)μF (y). 
The extent to which μF of a band proper F may not be a bijection is limited by θ .
Statement 15. If F : S T is band proper, then (s, t), (s′, t) ∈ μF implies that sθ s′ .
Proof. Let (s, t), (s′, t) ∈ μF for s = s′ . Then there are two tight pointers f and f ′ pointing to s and s′
but taken by F to tight pointers F f and F f ′ pointing to the same t ∈ T . By Statement 9, we have
then sLs′ . Since μ˜F maps isomorphically E(Im( f )) onto E(Im(F f )) and E(Im( f ′)) onto E(Im(F f ′)),
it follows that μ˜F (s2) = μ˜F (s′2) = t2, thus s2 = s′2 and so sθ s′ . 
Our next objective is to ﬁnd supplementary conditions under which μF associated to a band
proper F : S  T is obliged to be a bijection, thus an isomorphism. It is here that twins enter in
play.
Statement 16. Let F : S  T be band proper. Then every twin pair ( f , f ′) on S is taken by F to a twin pair
(F f , F f ′) of the same type. Consequently, if F takes the separate twin pairs to the separate twin pairs and the
siamese twin pairs to the siamese twin pairs, then μF is a bijection.
Proof. Let ( f , f ′) be a twin pair. Then clearly F f LF f ′ , and, since E(Im( f ) ∪ Im( f ′)) is isomorphic
by μ˜F with E(Im(F f ) ∪ Im(F f ′)), a f La f ′ implies that aF f LaF f ′ and that pF f LpF f ′ , and z f = z f ′
implies that zF f = zF f ′ .
It is also true that μ˜F takes isomorphically E(A f ) onto E(AF f ). Indeed, by tightness, e ∈ E(A f ) iff
(F f )μ˜F (e) = μ˜F f (e) = μ˜F (a f ) = aF f , thus iff μ˜F (e) ∈ E(AF f ). It follows that (a f ,a f ′ ) /∈ δA f implies
(aF f ,aF f ′ ) /∈ δAF f .
We have proved that (F f , F f ′) is a twin pair and, by Statement 8, of the same type as ( f , f ′).
Finally, assume that F takes the separate twin pairs to the separate twin pairs and the siamese
twin pairs to the siamese twin pairs, but that μF is not a bijection. Then there are (s, t), (s′, t′) ∈ μF
such that s = s′ and t = t′ , or s = s′ and t = t′ . Clearly, it is suﬃcient to deal only with one of the two
possibilities. To ﬁx the ideas, assume that s = s′ and t = t′ , that is to say, that for some tight pointers
g and g′ with pg = s and pg′ = s′ we have pF g = pF g′ = t . By Statement 15, we have then sθ s′ , thus
by Statement 11, there is a separate twin pair ( f , f ′) such that a f δ f ag and a f ′δ f ag′ . But then also
aF f δ f aF g and aF f ′δ f aF g′ , thus pF f = pF g = pF g′ = pF f ′ , contrary to the assumption about F . 
Statement 17. Let F : S T be an equimorphism such that μ˜F is an isomorphism. If there is a siamese twin
pair ( f , f ′) on S and a siamese twin pair (F g, F g′) on T , both of the same type P , then for all types Q such
that P  Q , F takes all the siamese twin pairs of type Q on S to all the siamese twin pairs of type Q on T .
Proof. Let us prove the consequence for F . Since μ˜F is an isomorphism, it follows from Statement 16,
that F takes the twin pairs on S to the twin pairs of the same type on T , and by Statement 12,
every endomorphism h ∈ End(S) passing ( f , f ′) to (g, g′) to an endomorphism Fh ∈ End(T ) passing
(F f , F f ′) to (F g, F g′).
Assume that some ( f , f ′) and (F f , F f ′) are siamese of type P . Then for every siamese (g, g′)
of type Q there is an endomorphism h passing ( f , f ′) to (g, g′), thus also Fh passing (F f , F f ′) to
(F g, F g′) and so making it siamese.
Let now ( f , f ′) and (F g, F g′) be siamese of type P , and suppose that (F f , F f ′) is not siamese.
Then there exists an endomorphism Fh passing (F f , F f ′) to (F g, F g′), thus also an endomorphism h
passing ( f , f ′) to (g, g′) and making (g, g′) siamese. However, since (g, g′) and (F g, F g′) are siamese
of type P , the siamese ( f , f ′) must be taken by F to a siamese (F f , F f ′), a contradiction. The proof
is complete. 
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Consequently, also the variety NB ∨ Var(Mop) is of equimorphic diversity 4, and, the varieties LNB ∨
Var(Mop) and RNB ∨ Var(Mop) are of equimorphic diversity 2.
Proof. Let E ⊆ N˜B be an equimorphism class containing a semigroup S admitting a pointer f of
type K . Then every equimorphism F : S T takes f to a pointer F f of type K , thus all T ∈ E admit
a pointer of type K . Moreover, the two idempotent endomorphisms g,h  f of type D2 and R2,
respectively, are taken by F to F g, Fh  F f , and, by Statement 13, the image Im(g) must be taken
by μ˜F to Im(F g) and Im(h) to Im(Fh). Since the only e ∈ Im(g) ∩ Im(h) which is a zero in Im(g) is
taken to μ˜F (e) ∈ Im(F g) ∩ Im(Fh) which is a zero in Im(F g), it follows that μ˜F is an isomorphism.
We have proved that all equimorphisms in E are band proper. This permits to subdivide E into
at most four subclasses E1, E2, E3 and E4. The subclass E1 consists of all semigroups S from E
having a siamese twin pair of type K , the subclass E2 consists of all semigroups S from E having no
siamese twin pair of type K but having a siamese twin pair of type K 0, the subclass E3 consists of
all semigroups S from E having no siamese twin pair of type K or K 0 but having a siamese twin pair
of type M , and the subclass E4 consists of all semigroups S from E having no siamese twin pair. By
Statements 16 and 17, every equimorphism F : S T within Ei for i = 1,2,3,4 is such that μF is a
bijection, thus by Statement 14, an isomorphism. The equimorphism class E can thus be divided into
at most four isomorphism classes.
Let E be an equimorphism class containing a semigroup S having no pointer of type K , but admit-
ting a pointer f of type K 0. Then this is true for all semigroups in E. The image Im( f ) is retractible
to four distinct subbands of type D2 and one subband of type R02. The zero of Im( f ) is characterized
by the fact that it is contained in exactly three distinct subband of Im( f ) isomorphic to D2. Hence
μ˜F maps zero of Im( f ) onto zero of Im(F f ), thus all semigroups in E are connected by band proper
equimorphisms and we again infer that E can be divided into at most three subclasses E1, E2 and E3
such that the subclass E1 consists of all semigroups S from E having a siamese twin pair of type K 0,
the subclass E2 consists of all semigroups S from E having no siamese twin pair of type K 0 but
having a siamese twin pair of type M , the subclass E3 consists of all semigroups S from E having no
siamese twin pair. By Statements 16 and 17, every equimorphism F : S T within Ei for i = 1,2,3
is such that μF is a bijection, thus by Statement 14 it is an isomorphism. The equimorphism class E
can thus be divided into at most three isomorphism classes.
Let E be an equimorphic class containing a semigroup S having no pointer of type K or K 0, but
admitting a twin pair ( f , f ′) of type M . Then g = f and g′ = f ′ are distinct idempotent endomor-
phisms of type D2, with Im(g) and Im(g′) having a common zero. It follows that every equimorphism
F : S  T is such that μ˜F maps Im(g) isomorphically onto Im(F g), thus by Statement 13, all semi-
groups in E are connected by D2-proper equimorphisms. This permits to subdivide E into at most
two subclasses such that in each one the semigroups are connected by band proper equimorphisms,
and to subdivide each of these subclasses into at most two subclasses according to whether a semi-
group has or not a siamese twin pair. Consequently, E can be divided into at most four isomorphism
classes.
Let ﬁnally E be an equimorphism class in which no semigroup has a twin pair. Then E can be
subdivided into at most four subclasses such that in each one the semigroups are connected by band
proper equimorphisms and each one of these subclasses is an isomorphism class. The proof of the
equimorphic diversity 4 of N˜B is complete.
As for LNB ∨ Var(M), the non-constant pointers on any S in this variety are of type M or Z2.
Moreover, an equimorphism F : S T for S, T in this variety is band proper whenever S contains a
twin pair, hence in the same way as above we conclude that the equimorphic diversity is 2.
If S ∈ RNB∨Var(M) then there exists no twin pair of S and analogously we infer that the equimor-
phic diversity of RNB ∨ Var(M) is 2.
As for the consequences, it is clear that every RED semigroup variety V has the same equimorphic
diversity as Vop = {Sop | S ∈ V}. In our case, NB ∨ Var(Mop) = N˜Bop , LNB ∨ Var(Mop) = (RNB ∨
Var(M))op , and RNB ∨ Var(Mop) = (LNB ∨ Var(M))op . 
168 M. Demlová et al. / Journal of Algebra 338 (2011) 157–168We have mentioned in the Introduction that two equimorphic semigroups in N˜B need not be
of the same size. Here is a simple example of this: (M × L2)/τ and (M × L2)/σ , where L2 =
(aL,bL) ∈ LZ, τ and σ are the least congruences such that (cM ,aL)τ (cM ,bL) and (cM ,aL)σ (cM ,bL),
(bM ,aL)σ (bM ,bL).
Let us express our gratitude to the (unknown) referee whose comments have helped us to essen-
tially improve the ﬁrst version of this paper.
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